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The multiphoton Jaynes-Cummings model is investigated and applications in quantum information science
are explored. Considering the strong atom-field coupling regime and an N -photon interaction, a nonlinear
driving field can perform an arbitrary rotation in the Fock space of a bosonic mode involving the vacuum and
an M -Fock state, with M < N . In addition, driving a bosonic mode with a linear coherent field (superposition
of many Fock states), only the cavity states within the Fock subspace {|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |N − 1〉} can be populated;
i.e., we show how to implement a Fock state filter, or quantum scissor, that restricts the dynamics of a given
bosonic mode to a limited Hilbert space. Such a device can be employed as a generator of finite-dimensional
quantum-optical states and also as a quantum-optical intensity limiter, allowing as a special case the generation
of single-photon pulses. On the other hand, our system also provides a very rich physics in the weak atom-field
coupling regime, in particular multiphoton electromagnetically induced transparencylike phenomena, inducing
a narrow (controllable) reflectivity window for nonlinear probe fields. These results are useful for applications
in quantum information processing and also motivate further investigations, e.g., the use of anN -photon Jaynes-
Cummings system as a qudit with harmonic spectrum and the exploration of multiphoton quantum interference.
Introduction.—Recent technological advances in manipu-
lating the radiation-matter interaction, especially at the level
of a few atoms and photons, have allowed great strides in the
implementation of quantum information processing protocols.
The mastery of such interactions on various platforms [1–5]
has made it possible to dispel mistrust regarding the possibil-
ity of a quantum computer becoming real [6]. Thus, one often
sees new (or improved) quantum computing protocols being
implemented on diverse setups [7–13].
The most elementary interaction between atom and radi-
ation was first described by Rabi in 1936 [14], considering
the radiation as a classical field and a dipolar interaction. In
its quantum version, it is possible to classify such a model
into different regimes [15–17]. When the interaction energy
is a small perturbation on the free energies, the quantum Rabi
model can be reduced to the well-known Jaynes-Cummings
(JC) model [18] through the rotating-wave approximation,
which describes the usual coherent exchange of a quantum of
energy between a two-level atom and a single-mode bosonic
field.
The JC model can be extended to nonlinear versions
(nondipolar light-matter interaction) [19], in particular the
multiphoton JC model [20, 21] that considers multiphoton ex-
change. Such a nonlinear Hamiltonian appears, at least for
two-photon interaction, in trapped-ion domain [22, 23], op-
tical [24] and microwave [25] cavities, or even in supercon-
ducting circuits [26–30]. In Refs. [29, 30], a much more
interesting scenario is presented since two-photon interac-
tions can be implemented with substantial coupling strengths,
differently from perturbative higher-order effects of a dipo-
lar interaction that allow small effective coupling strengths
[22, 23, 27, 31, 32]. Furthermore, new physical consequences
emerge when the two-photon interaction becomes stronger
and stronger [33–35]. The feasibility of achieving nonpertur-
bative two-photon interactions and the possibility to broaden it
for general multiphoton processes stimulate a pursuit of novel
physical phenomena and applications to such nondipolar in-
teractions, such as new ways to manipulate quantum informa-
tion.
In this Letter we investigate the multiphoton JC Hamilto-
nian (N -photon interaction) and how it can be employed in
quantum information science. Given the system in the strong
coupling regime, we show how to perform arbitrary rota-
tions in Fock space involving vacuum and M -photon states
(M < N ), and how to implement a quantum device that al-
lows the transmission of a field only in a finite superposition
(or mixture) of Fock states (quantum scissor [36–38]). In par-
ticular, the two-photon JC interaction can be used for single-
photon generation in a different fashion as compared to proto-
cols involving standard JC interactions [39, 40]. Additionally,
we show that the system can also provide a rich physics in the
weak coupling regime, in particular multiphoton electromag-
netically induced transparencylike phenomena; i.e., the mul-
tiphoton absorption of the bosonic mode can be canceled out
due to a quantum destructive interference, inducing a narrow
(controllable) reflectivity window for nonlinear probe fields.
Model.—We consider the N -photon JC model [20, 21]
(~ = 1),
H0 = ωa
†a+ ω0
σz
2
+ g(σ+a
N + H.c.), (1)
with ω and a (a†) being the frequency and the annihilation
(creation) operator of the single-mode bosonic field. The
atomic frequency transition between the ground |g〉 and ex-
cited |e〉 states is ω0, while σ+ = (σ−)† = |e〉 〈g| and
σz = σ+σ− − σ−σ+. The atom-field coupling is g and H.c.
stands for Hermitian conjugate. This Hamiltonian describes a
coherent exchange of N excitations of the bosonic mode with
a two-level atom. In Fig. 1(a) we illustrate the energy-level
diagram for a resonant interaction (ω0 = Nω). The lowest
eigenstates are uncorrelated, involving the atomic ground state
and up to N − 1 excitations in the bosonic mode,
|Ψg,n〉 = |g, n〉 for 0 ≤ n < N, (2)
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2with eigenenergies Eg,n = (n − N2 )ω. The remaining
(dressed) eigenstates are
|±, n〉 = 1√
2
(|g, n〉 ± |e, n−N〉) for n ≥ N, (3)
with eigenenergies E±,n = (n − N2 )ω ± g
√
n!
(n−N)! . There-
fore, the system exhibits a finite-dimensional harmonic-
oscillator spectrum [41] for the lowest eigenstates and then
followed by JC-like doublets, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). For
the sake of illustration, we hereafter consider the single-mode
bosonic field as a mode of an optical cavity, as sketched in
Fig. 1(b).
The dressed states can be directly excited from the ground
state via a nonlinear driving field [25, 26, 42, 43] on the cav-
ity mode. To this end, we assume a driving field of strength
ε(t), single-photon frequency ωp, phase χ, and nonlinear-
ity M , which is described by HP = ε(t)[aMei(Mωpt−χ) +
H.c.]. Thus, the total Hamiltonian, written in a quasi-time-
independent frame, reads
HI = ∆p
(
a†a+N
σz
2
)
+ [ε(t)aMe−iχ + gaNσ+ + H.c.],
(4)
with ∆p = ω − ωp. Finally, considering the cavity and the
two-level atom coupled to their reservoir in the white-noise
limit (Born, rotating-wave and Markov approximations in the
system-reservoir interactions) [44, 45], the system dynamics
at T = 0K is governed by the master equation
dρ
dt
=− i[HI , ρ] + γ(2σ−ρσ+ − σ+σ−ρ− ρσ+σ−)
+ κ(2aρa† − a†aρ− ρa†a) + γφ(σzρσz − ρ),
(5)
FIG. 1. (a) Energy spectrum of the N -photon Jaynes-Cummings
model. The system has N equidistant uncorrelated eigenstates,
|g, n〉 for 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, and dressed eigenstates, |±, n〉 =
1√
2
(|g, n〉 ± |e, n−N〉) for n ≥ N (Jaynes-Cummings-like dou-
blets). The transition |g, 0〉 → |±, N〉 can be induced by an N -
photon driving field on the cavity mode, while the adjacent uncorre-
lated states can be addressed via linear driving fields (single-photon
transitions). (b) Pictorial representation of the driven atom-cavity
system. Giving an input field, the output field will be limited to the
(N − 1)-photon state.
in which γ and γφ are the atomic polarization decay and de-
phasing rates, respectively, while κ is the decay rate of the
cavity field amplitude. Moreover, this master equation is valid
whenever we are out of the ultrastrong and deep-strong atom-
cavity coupling regimes (g  ω, ω0), and for small excitation
numbers [46]. We can numerically solve Eq. (5) by truncating
the Fock space of the cavity mode according to ε and M [47].
Strong coupling regime: Arbitrary rotation in Fock space
and quantum scissor.—First we analyze the system dynam-
ics in the strong coupling regime; i.e., when the coherent
atom-field interaction exceeds all relaxation processes (g >
κ, γ, γφ). Adjusting the driving field resonantly to the cav-
ity mode frequency (ωp = ω) and assuming the system in its
ground state initially, two cases appear if the driving field is
considered as a weak probe field [εm ≡ max (|ε(t)|)  g].
(i) When M > N , the dressed states of the system are not
populated since the probe field is out of resonance with the
transitions |g, 0〉 → |±,M〉, also for |±,M〉 → |±, 2M〉 and
so on. Consequently, the system remains in the ground state
while the driving field is completely reflected by the cavity
mirror. (ii) When M < N , a more interesting situation takes
place, in which the probe field is able to induce the system
to the uncorrelated states only. For instance, for N = 2, the
most excited uncorrelated state is |g, 1〉, which can be popu-
lated with a linear probe field (M = 1). Nevertheless, the
two-photon state (and consequently the higher ones) is not
populated since the transitions |g, 1〉 → |±, 2〉 are not reso-
nant with this linear probe field, thus prohibiting the injection
of more than one photon into the cavity mode (single-photon
blockade [48]). Hence, the system dynamics is restricted to
the Fock subspace {|0〉, |1〉}, even if we take into account
stronger driving fields, but ensuring that g be strong accord-
ingly. For differentN andM (< N ) similar situations appear,
in which the system exhibits multiphoton blockade phenom-
ena [48].
Considering the last case, let us derive an effective Hamilto-
nian in the limit of atom-field coupling much stronger than the
driving field strength, i.e., when g  εm (weak probe field).
To this end, we rewrite HP (for M < N ) in the eigenbasis of
H0. Then, adjusting ωp = ω and performing a rotating-wave
approximation [49], we have
Heff ' ε(t)eiχ
N−M−1∑
n=0
(M<N)
√
(n+M)!
n!
|g, n+M〉 〈g, n|+H.c.,
(6)
which is valid for εm  g
√
2 (N −M)! [49]. When
N
2 ≤ M < N , Heff promotes an arbitrary rotation be-
tween the vacuum and the M -Fock states; i.e., |Ψ(t)〉 =
e−i
∫ t
0
Heff (t
′)dt′ |g, 0〉 reads
|Ψ(t)〉 = |g〉
[
cos
(
θM (t)
2
)
|0〉+ eiϕ sin
(
θM (t)
2
)
|M〉
]
,
(7)
with θM (t) = 2
√
M !
∫ t
0
ε(t′)dt′ and ϕ = χ − pi2 (polar and
azimuthal angles of the Bloch sphere, respectively). As the
3atom remains in its ground state throughout the dynamics, this
rotation gate is immune to atomic relaxation processes. On the
other hand, the cavity dissipation introduces errors to the gate
because it destroys the quantum superposition of Eq. (7) and
also leads the cavity to a final state outside the desired Hilbert
space {|0〉, |M〉}. In this sense, the greater the ratio εm/κ the
higher the gate fidelity, since in this case the rotation tends
to occur before the cavity dissipation appreciably disturbs the
unitary evolution. Such detrimental influence on the rotation
gate can be seen in Fig. 2, in which we illustrate the time
evolution of the Fock state probabilities forN = 2 andM = 1
(upper panels) and for N = 3 and M = 2 (lower panels).
Therefore, we have shown a straightforward scheme to per-
form arbitrary rotations in Fock space (involving vacuum and
M -Fock states), which could be implemented at least for
N = 2 with the current technology [29, 30], moving toward
a suitable route to unitary gates for Fock state qubits. We
must remember that controlled qubit operations in Fock space
are not a simple task [50–59], often demanding multistep pro-
cesses and being sensitive to the dissipation of the atomic an-
cilla.
A linear driving field is able to inject up to N − 1 excita-
tions into the cavity mode. For instance, for N = 3, M = 1,
and εm  2g, we have Heff ' ε(t)eiχ |g〉 〈g|(|1〉 〈0| +√
2 |2〉 〈1|) + H.c., which indicates that the cavity mode can
only be populated in the vacuum, one-, and two-photon states.
Thus, our system also works out as a quantum scissor, gen-
erating a finite-dimensional quantum-optical state inside the
cavity, but without requiring a nonlinear Kerr medium inside
it as usually adopted in the literature for this purpose [36].
Our case has the advantage that the multiphoton interaction
can achieve strong strengths as shown in Refs. [29, 30].
From the input-output theory, the field transmitted by a cav-
ity mirror, opposite to the driven one, is exactly the intracavity
field multiplied by the square root of the decay rate relative to
this mirror [60]. Then, from this perspective, our system also
acts as a quantum-optical intensity limiter or Fock state filter;
i.e., driving the cavity with an input field comprising any su-
perposition (or mixture) of Fock states, the output field will
be a finite superposition (or mixture) limited to the (N − 1)-
photon state, restricting the maximum intensity of the trans-
mitted field [see Fig. 1(b)]. If one wants to ensure that the
field be almost entirely transmitted by a specific mirror, it is
convenient to employ an asymmetric cavity [61].
As mentioned above, the determination of the density ma-
trix of the intracavity field is enough to derive the prop-
erties of the output field. Thus, let us first consider the
driving field as a Gaussian pulse with amplitude ε(t) =
(εm/
√
2piη2)e−(t−t0)
2/2η2 , in which εm and η are the max-
imum amplitude and duration of the driving pulse, respec-
tively, and t0 is the time when its maximum arrives at the
cavity mirror. For g = 0 (driven empty cavity), we have non-
null probabilities (Pk) of finding k excitations in the cavity
mode, as we can see in Fig. 3(a) considering εm = 4κ and
η =
√
2κ−1. However, depending on N , only some Fock
states are populated when g 6= 0. For N = 2 (3), the highest
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FIG. 2. Rotations in Fock space involving the vacuum and M -Fock
states. We plot the Fock state probabilities Pk(t) = Tr[|k〉〈k|ρ(t)]
as a function of κt for γ = γφ = κ/2 and χ = 0. In the upper
panels N = 2 and M = 1, assuming (a) g = 1000κ and ε(t) =
ε0 = 100κ, and (b) g = 100κ and ε0 = 10κ. We notice that the
rotation fidelity can be high when ε0  κ, but it decreases when
ε0 & κ (cavity dissipation destroys the quantum superposition). In
the lower panels N = 3 and M = 2, with (c) and (d) given in terms
of the parameters of (a) and (b), respectively. For this configuration,
we can see that the cavity dissipation can also lead the cavity to a
final state outside the desired Hilbert space {|0〉, |2〉}, since the Fock
state |1〉 is populated through the decay channel |2〉 → |1〉. The
symbols correspond to the approximate solution [Eq. (7)].
cavity-mode state populated is |1〉 (|2〉) [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)],
such that we can have a single-photon source for N = 2. For
weak atom-field coupling and intense driving fields, this quan-
tum filter does not work out since the driving field is able to
introduce more excitations in the cavity mode, as observed in
Figs. 3(d) and 3(f) for g . κ, εm[2(N −M)!]−1/2. These fig-
ures show Pk as a function of g/κ in the steady state assuming
a continuous driving field. We observe that Pk≥N → 0 as the
system reaches stronger couplings (g & 10κ), which eluci-
dates the truncation of the Fock space accessible to the cavity
mode. It is worth remarking that the Fock state filter yields
similar results for nonlinear driving fields (1 < M < N with
N ≥ 2).
The two-photon JC Hamiltonian could be implemented via
dispersive dipolar interaction involving a three-level super-
conducting artificial atom, similar to the scheme performed in
Ref. [62], where an effective coupling of the order of 1 MHz
(∼ 103κ) was achieved, which would be sufficient to observe
single-photon filter and rotations involving |0〉 and |1〉, as seen
in Fig. 2(a) [a complete rotation is achieved in a time (∼ 30
µs) 2 orders of magnitude shorter than the single-photon cav-
ity lifetime, 1/κ ∼ 1 ms].
Weak coupling regime: Multiphoton-induced-reflectivity
phenomenon.—A weak driving field, of constant strength
ε(t) = ε0  g, frequency ωp, and the same nonlinearity
of the JC Hamiltonian (M = N), will be able to introduce
N excitations to the system if it is close to resonance with
the transitions |g, 0〉 ↔ |±, N〉, i.e., if Nωp ≈ ωN ± g
√
N !
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FIG. 3. Fock state filter. In the left-hand panels we plot the Fock
state probabilities Pk(t) = Tr[|k〉〈k|ρ(t)] as a function of κ(t− t0)
assuming a Gaussian probe pulse (M = 1, εm = 4κ and η =√
2κ−1) and γ = γφ = κ/2 for (a) g = 0 and g = 20κ [(b) N = 2
and (c)N = 3]. In the right-hand panels we plot Pk in the stationary
regime as a function of g/κ assuming a continuous driving field with
ε(t) = ε0 = 2κ for (d) N = 2, (e) N = 3, and (f) N = 4.
(for ω0 = Nω). Nonetheless, if the decay rates of the first
dressed states are large enough when compared to the effec-
tive Rabi frequency g
√
N !, an interference effect due to the
different absorption paths can take place, canceling out the
system absorption. This phenomenon is analogous to the elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) that happens in
three-level atoms driven by probe and control fields [63]. In
our case, however, the system does not become transparent to
the probe field, it becomes highly reflective instead, as briefly
discussed by the authors for M = N = 1 in Ref. [64], which
gives rise to a multiphoton-induced-reflectivity phenomenon.
To illustrate this effect, in Fig. 4 we show the normalized
mean number of intracavity excitations, i.e., the normalized
absorption (〈a†a〉/〈a†a〉max), as a function of the detuning
between the probe and cavity-mode frequencies ∆p for differ-
ent nonlinearities, with 〈a†a〉max calculated with g = ∆p =
0. All curves were obtained by taking the steady-state solution
of the master equation [Eq. (5)].
We notice that the stronger the atomic dissipation rates, the
less the cancellation of the absorption of the probe field on the
resonance (∆p = 0). This happens because the cavity decay
rate (κ) plays the same role as the excited-state decay rate in
usual EIT experiments, while both our γ and γφ play the same
role as the dephasing rate [65], which is an agent that obstructs
the destructive interference responsible for the cancellation of
the absorption of the probe field in the transparency window
(reflectivity window in our case). We can also observe that the
width of the reflectivity window increases when we increase
N . This is due to fact that the width depends not only on g,
but rather on the effective vacuum Rabi frequencies g
√
N !,
similar to the case in which there are many atoms in cavity-
EIT experiments [61]. Thus, here we identify that the effec-
tive atom-mode coupling in our case corresponds to the Rabi
frequency of the control field in usual EIT experiments [65].
It is worth noting that in our case the destructive interference
is not due to an interference between two single-photon ab-
sorption paths as happens in usual EIT phenomenon [63] and
analogues [64, 65], but due to an interference between two
cascade decay channels.
Finally, a multiphoton JC system in this configuration can
be seen as a quantum-optical frequency blocker, i.e., a quan-
tum device (filter) that inhibits the passage of multiphoton ex-
ternal probe fields within a narrow (controllable) reflectivity
window in frequency domain. In addition, our study paves
the way to further investigation (and possible applications) of
processes involving more complex multiphoton quantum in-
terference, e.g., the extension of the cavity-EIT phenomenon,
which considers three-level atoms, to the case in which the
atom-cavity interaction is nonlinear.
Conclusion.—We have investigated a multiphoton Jaynes-
Cummings system driven by a nonlinear driving field. Work-
ing in the strong atom-cavity coupling regime, we have shown
that the cavity dynamics can be restricted to an upper-limited
Fock subspace with the atom kept in its ground state. Thus,
by driving the cavity mode with a coherent field (superpo-
sition of many Fock states), only the cavity states within the
aforementioned Fock subspace can be populated; i.e., we have
shown how to implement a quantum scissor without requiring
a nonlinear Kerr medium inside the cavity. From the point
of view of the cavity transmission, this Fock state filter can
also be seen as a quantum-optical intensity limiter. Addition-
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FIG. 4. Normalized absorption spectrum of the cavity mode. The
black dash-dotted lines are for g = 0, while g = κ/4 with γ =
γφ = 10
−4κ (blue full lines) and γ = γφ = κ/10 (red dashed
lines). We have adjusted the strength of the continuous probe field
ε0 = g/10
√
N ! to keep the maximum average number of photons
of the order of 10−3 for all cases: (a) nonlinearity N = M = 1, (b)
2, (c) 3, and (d) 4.
5ally, the nonlinearities of the system and driving field can be
chosen in order to allow arbitrary rotations in the Fock space
of a bosonic mode. On the other hand, working in the weak
atom-cavity coupling regime, we have shown that the system
exhibits a multiphoton-induced-reflectivity phenomenon, i.e.,
the multiphoton Jaynes-Cummings interaction induces a nar-
row (controllable) reflectivity window in frequency domain
for multiphoton driving fields, such that this system can be
used as a quantum-optical frequency blocker. Our results are
useful for applications in quantum information protocols that
require arbitrary rotations in Fock space [51], the generation
of finite-dimensional quantum-optical states [66] and the ma-
nipulation of the optical response of atom-field systems [67].
As discussed, our results are general and could be imple-
mented at least for two-photon interactions and driving fields
with current technology [22–30]. However, the experimen-
tal verification for higher nonlinearities remains open, which
should motivate further research on this topic, also motivated
by some possible applications, e.g., the use of an N -photon
Jaynes-Cummings system as a qudit with harmonic spectrum,
a deeper investigation of the multiphoton blockade in the sys-
tem or even how to use it as a single-photon source, and an
exploration of multiphoton quantum interference for more-
complex processes.
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Supplemental Material for Multiphoton Jaynes-Cummings Model: Arbitrary Rotations in Fock
Space and Quantum Filters
I. DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
Consider the multiphoton Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian (~ = 1)
H0 = ωa
†a+ ω0
σz
2
+ g(σ+a
N + H.c), (1)
with ω and a (a†) being the frequency and the annihilation (creation) operator of the single-mode bosonic field. The atomic
frequency transition between the ground |g〉 and the excited |e〉 states is ω0, while σ+ = (σ−)† = |e〉 〈g| and σz = σ+σ−−σ−σ+
are atomic operators (spin- 12 Pauli matrices). The vacuum Rabi frequency (atom-field coupling) is g, the nonlinearity of the JC
model is the positive integer N , and H.c. stands for Hermitian conjugate.
The lowest eigenstates of the system are uncorrelated, involving the atomic ground state and up to N − 1 excitations in the
bosonic mode, namely (with the corresponding eigenenergies)
|Ψg,n〉 = |g, n〉 , Eg,n =
(
n− N
2
)
ω, (2)
with 0 ≤ n < N . The remaining eigenstates or dressed states (eigenenergies), which are correlated, are
|±, n〉 = 1√
2
(|g, n〉 ± |e, n−N〉) , (3)
E±,n =
(
n− N
2
)
ω ± g
√
n!
(n−N)! , (4)
with n ≥ N . The closure relation of the eigenstates of H0 is
I =
N−1∑
n=0
|g, n〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N
(|+, n〉 〈+, n|+ |−, n〉 〈−, n|) . (5)
Consider that the system is subject to a driving field of strength ε(t), single-photon frequency ωp and phase χ, which is
described byHP = ε(t)
[
aMei(Mωpt−χ) + H.c.
]
, withM being the nonlinearity of the driving field. Thus, the total Hamiltonian
is H = H0 + HP . To understand what can happen with our system, it is convenient to derive an effective Hamiltonian in the
limit of strong atom-field coupling when compared with the probe field strengh, i.e., when g  max |ε(t)|. To this end let us
rewrite HP (for M < N ) with the help of the closure relation given by Eq. (5),
Hp = ε(t)
[
aMei(Mωpt−χ) + H.c.
]{N−1∑
n=0
|g, n〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N
(|+, n〉 〈+, n|+ |−, n〉 〈−, n|)
}
= ε(t)ei(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
aM |g, n〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N
aM (|+, n〉 〈+, n|+ |−, n〉 〈−, n|)
}
+ H.c.
= ε(t)ei(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
aM |g, n〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N
aM (|g, n〉 〈g, n|+ |e, n−N〉 〈e, n−N |)
}
+ H.c.
= ε(t)ei(Mωpt−χ)

N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|︸ ︷︷ ︸
2+
∞∑
n=N+M
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)! |e, n−N −M〉 〈e, n−N |
}
+ H.c.
= ε(t)ei(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+
N+M−1∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|
+
∞∑
n=N+M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+
∞∑
n=N+M
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)! |e, n−M −N〉 〈e, n−N |
}
+ H.c..
The underlined term was split in 2 sums because one part is in the subspace of the decoupled states and the other part is in the
subspace of the coupled states. Rewriting the states in the Hamiltonian above in terms of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H0
give us
Hp = ε(t)e
i(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n| +
N+M−1∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 [〈+, n|+ 〈−, n|]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
√
n!
(n−M)! [|+, n−M〉+ |−, n−M〉] [〈+, n|+ 〈−, n|]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)! [|+, n−M〉 − |−, n−M〉] [〈+, n| − 〈−, n|]
}
+ H.c..
Now we are ready to analyze the effective dynamics of the system under the action of a driving field. Through the unitary
transformation
U0 = exp (−iH0t) ,
the total Hamiltonian of the system can be transformed as
HT = U
−1
0 HU0 −H0 = U−10 HPU0
= ε(t)ei(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)!U
−1
0 |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|U0
+
1√
2
U−10
N+M−1∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 [〈+, n|+ 〈−, n|]U0
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N
U−10
√
n!
(n−M)! [|+, n−M〉+ |−, n−M〉] [〈+, n|+ 〈−, n|]U0
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
U−10
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)! [|+, n−M〉 − |−, n−M〉] [〈+, n| − 〈−, n|]U0
}
+ H.c..
Then
3HT = ε(t)e
i(Mωpt−χ)
{
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|e
iEg,n−M t−iEg,nt
+
1√
2
N+M−1∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)!
[|g, n−M〉 〈+, n|eiEg,n−M t−iE+,nt + |g, n−M〉 〈−, n|eiEg,n−M t−iE−,nt]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)!
[|+, n−M〉 〈+, n|eiE+,n−M t−iE+,nt + |−, n−M〉 〈+, n|eiE−,n−M t−iE+,nt
+ |+, n−M〉 〈−, n|eiE+,n−M t−iE−,nt + |−, n−M〉 〈−, n|eiE−,n−M t−iE−,nt]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)!
[|+, n−M〉 〈+, n|eiE+.n−M t−iE+,nt − |−, n−M〉 〈+, n|eiE−.n−M t−iE+,nt
− |+, n−M〉 〈−, n|eiE+.n−M t−iE−,nt + |−, n−M〉 〈−, n|eiE−.n−M t−iE−,nt]}+ H.c..
Now, adjusting ωP = ω and substituting the eigenenergies given above, the Hamiltonian becomes
HT = ε(t)e
−iχ
{
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|
+
1√
2
N+M−1∑
n=N
√
n!
(n−M)!
[
|g, n−M〉 〈+, n|e−igt
√
n!
(n−N)! + |g, n−M〉 〈−, n|eigt
√
n!
(n−N)!
]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
√
n!
(n−M)!
[
|+, n−M〉 〈+, n|eigt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!−
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
+ |−, n−M〉 〈+, n|e−igt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!+
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
+ |+, n−M〉 〈−, n|eigt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!+
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
+ |−, n−M〉 〈−, n|e−igt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!−
√
n!
(n−N)!
)]
+
1
2
∞∑
n=N+M
√
(n−N)!
(n−N −M)!
[
|+, n−M〉 〈+, n|eigt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!−
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
− |−, n−M〉 〈+, n|e−igt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!+
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
− |+, n−M〉 〈−, n|eigt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!+
√
n!
(n−N)!
)
+ |−, n−M〉 〈−, n|e−igt
(√
(n−M)!
(n−M−N)!−
√
n!
(n−N)!
)]}
+ H.c.,
which contains highly oscillating terms. Now, performing an RWA we end up with
Heff ' ε(t)e−iχ
N−1∑
n=M
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+ H.c..
4Since we are interested in the cases in which the system is initially in its ground state, the validity of this approximate Hamiltonian
can be reduced to the condition
max |ε(t)|  g
√
2(N −M)!,
which is the condition for neglecting (via the RWA) the term related to the transitions |g, 0〉 → |±, 1〉. Being this the case, the
doublets will practically not be populated and therefore the conditions to neglect (via the RWA) the remaining terms related to the
transitions between the doublets become irrelevant, since such transitions will have extremely small probabilities of occurring.
Examples:
i) N = 2 and M = 1: max |ε(t)|  g√2. In this case, the transformed Hamiltonian will be
HT ' ε(t)e−iχ
1∑
n=1
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+ H.c. = ε(t)e
−iχ |g, 0〉 〈g, 1|+ H.c.,
which describes a perfect rotation involving the Fock states |0〉 and |1〉.
ii) N = 3 and M = 2: max |ε(t)|  g√2. In this case, the transformed Hamiltonian will be
HT ' ε(t)e−iχ
2∑
n=2
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+ H.c. = ε(t)e
−iχ√2 |g, 0〉 〈g, 2|+ H.c.,
which describes a perfect rotation involving the Fock states |0〉 and |2〉.
iii) N = 3 and M = 1: max |ε(t)|  2g. In this case, the transformed Hamiltonian will be
HT ' ε(t)e−iχ
2∑
n=1
√
n!
(n−M)! |g, n−M〉 〈g, n|+ H.c. = ε(t)e
−iχ |g, 0〉 〈g, 1|+ ε(t)e−iχ
√
2 |g, 1〉 〈g, 2|+ H.c..
This Hamiltonian indicates that the cavity mode can only be populated in 0, 1, and 2 photon states.
